Worldwide, cervical cancer is the seventh most common malignancy and the second most common female cancer. According to World Health Statistics 2008, there are 53 million new cases of cervical cancer and 27.5 million cervical cancer-related deaths annually[@b1]. After radical hysterectomy, the 5-year survival rate of patients with early stage (FIGO stage Ia--Ib1) cervical cancer may be as high as 80%--90%[@b2],[@b3]. However, radical surgery is limited to patients with FIGO stage IIa or earlier disease. Patients with advanced (FIGO stage Ib2 and above) disease usually do not undergo primary surgery due to bulky lesion foci, local hemorrhage, inflammatory necrosis, and parametrial invasion, but do undergo traditional treatment such as radiation therapy. Although radiation therapy can have the same efficacy as surgery, damage to surrounding tissues caused by radiation may lead to loss of ovarian function and sexual capacity, which significantly impacts patients\' quality of life.

Friedlander *et al.*[@b4] first reported cervical cancer sensitivity to chemotherapy in 1983. A meta-analysis of randomized controlled clinical trials showed that the combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy can significantly improve the prognosis of cervical cancer patients and lower the relative risk of local and distant relapse compared to radiotherapy alone[@b5].Since 1999, the United States National Cancer Institute has recommended that a combination of radiotherapy and chemotherapy should be used to treat all patients with locally advanced cervical cancer. Now chemotherapy, especially neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT), is widely used in clinical therapy for cervical cancer[@b6],[@b7].

NACT, also known as early or pre-chemotherapy, is used to reduce tumor volume prior to surgery or radiotherapy. For patients with advanced cervical cancer, 2 to 3 cycles of NACT can improve the success rate of surgical resection. Previous studies show that NACT can inhibit tumor micrometastases[@b8] and enhance resection rate by shrinking tumor volume[@b9]. Recent ASCO phase II clinical trials also indicate that cervical cancer has a high response rate to NACT and that the toxicity of chemotherapy is acceptable[@b10]. In addition, NACT has also been shown to reduce lymph node metastasis and parametrial invasion in patients with cervical cancer[@b11]. However, as some investigators have reached opposite conclusions[@b11],[@b12], there is still no agreement on whether NACT can significantly improve the prognosis of cervical cancer. NACT regimens, cycles, and drug dosages vary among different studies, which led to difficulties in drawing certain conclusions in previous meta-analyses[@b11]. Although the optimal treatment regimen has been explored in some studies by comparing different NACT regimens as well as various clinicopathologic response rates[@b13],[@b14], no significant difference has been observed among distinct NACT regimens to date. Phase III randomized clinical trials on NACT for cervical cancer (EORTC55994, NCT00193739) are still ongoing, and NACT efficacy for locally advanced cervical cancer still needs further exploration.

Since 2006, 68 patients with FIGO Ib2--IIb cervical cancer have been successfully treated with NACT at the People\'s Hospital, Peking University. In this study, we analyzed the clinicopathologic response rate of these patients compared to patients who underwent direct surgical treatment to determine the significance of NACT in treatment of locally advanced cervical cancer.

Patients and Methods {#s2}
====================

Patient data {#s2a}
------------

The clinical data of 110 patients with FIGO Ib2--IIb primary cervical cancer were analyzed retrospectively. All patients, diagnosed with the guidance of colposcopy or biopsy and staged by two senior gynecologic oncologists based on the revised 2009 FIGO staging system, were enrolled and treated at the People\'s Hospital, Peking University between January 2006 and December 2010. For stage IIa cases diagnosed before the introduction of the 2009 FIGO staging system, patient data were reviewed to determine the sub-stage of stage II, stage IIa1 or stage IIa2. Pathology and degree of differentiation were determined by examining postoperative specimens. The pathologic diagnosis included muscle invasion, parametrium and vaginal cuff involvement, lymph-vascular space involvement (LVSI), and lymph node metastasis. Of 110 patients, 68 underwent NACT before surgery and 42 underwent only primary surgery treatment (PST).

Treatment regimens {#s2b}
------------------

In the PST group, patients with no surgical contraindications were treated with surgery. The surgical approach included radical hysterectomy plus pelvic lymph node dissection. Some patients with suspicious pelvic lymph node metastasis underwent para-aortic lymph node dissection or lymph node biopsy, and some patients, based on their ages and individual willingness, underwent bilateral or unilateral salpingo-oophorectomy, as well as bilateral or unilateral ovarian transposition to the abdominal cavity.

In the NACT group, patients with large lesion foci, local bleeding or obvious inflammation, loss of cervical structure, wide vaginal invasion, suspicious parametrial invasion and whose disease was confirmed by biopsy, were given chemotherapy after informed consent if no chemotherapy contraindications were present.

### Chemotherapy regimens {#s2b1}

Single- or multiple-agent chemotherapy was selected according to the size of lesion foci and the state of suspicious pelvic lymph node involvement based on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) scanning. Cisplatin (DDP) was used in most single-agent chemotherapy regimens. The regimens of multiple-agent chemotherapy were determined individually by chemotherapy oncologists according to the functions of heart, liver, and kidney. Most patients in this group were treated with BIP regimen (DDP + bleomycin + ifosfamide), whereas some were treated with PF regimen (DDP + 5-fluorouracil), and a few underwent other platinum-based chemotherapy at other hospitals.

### Chemotherapy dosages {#s2b2}

Chemotherapy dosages were adjusted according to patients\' height, weight, and body surface area.

### Chemotherapy administration routes {#s2b3}

For patients with large lesion foci and bleeding, DDP was administrated via arterial intervention. More specifically, the superselective descending cervical branch of the uterine artery was percutaneously catheterized via the femoral artery, and each side was given a half dose of drug. For patients with heavy vaginal bleeding, the drug was initially administered via arterial intervention supplemented with bilateral uterine artery embolization by liquid gelatin sponge to control local bleeding, and was later switched to intravenous chemotherapy. For patients whose economic conditions were poor, intravenous chemotherapy was applied.

### Evaluation of chemotherapy efficacy and cycle {#s2b4}

The chemotherapy efficacy was evaluated 2 weeks after each chemotherapy cycle by gynecological examination. In the NACT group, tumor sizes were measured by gynecological examination and imaging instruments before chemotherapy and by pathologic gross specimen examination after surgery. Therapeutic effect was graded according to WHO criteria: complete remission (CR), tumor completely disappeared; partial remission (PR), more than 50% tumor shrinkage; stable disease (SD), tumor grows or shrinks no more than 25% and no new lesion foci appear; and progressive disease (PD), tumor grows more than 25% or new lesion foci appear. As it is very difficult to directly measure cervical lesion volume, maximum lesion diameter was used in this study. Response was defined to include CR and PR. Moreover, restoration of cervical prototype and improvement of parametrial conditions were also considered as good responses. If response was apparent, surgical treatment was applied, but if not, chemotherapy cycles were increased or chemotherapy regimen was changed.

Statistical methods {#s2c}
-------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS16.0 software. The *t*-test and Chi-square test were used to analyze the differences between two groups. A *P* value of less than 0.05 was defined as significantly different.

###### The general Information and histopathologic characteristics of patients with cervical cancer

  Characteristic           NACT          PST       *P* ^a^
  -------------------- ------------ ------------- ---------
  Age (years)           45.7 ± 8.1   49.1 ± 10.4    0.058
  Gravidity             2.9 ± 1.6     3.5 ± 1.4     0.063
  Parity                1.8 ± 1.0     2.1 ± 1.4     0.118
  Body mass index       23.4 ± 3.7   23.4 ± 4.0     0.960
  Histologic type                                   0.555
   Squamous                 61           36       
   Non-squamous             7             6       
  Stage                                            \<0.001
   Ib2                      12           17       
   IIa1                     9            17       
   IIa2                     8             7       
   IIb                      39            1       
  Differentiation^b^                                0.098
   G1                       6             6       
   G2                       38           14       
   G3                       23           22       

^a^The comparison of age, gravidity, parity, and body mass index between two groups was tested by ANOVA, whereas the comparison of histologic type, stage, and differentiation was tested by the Chi-square test. ^b^One patient was diagnosed with small cell cancer. Therefore, the statistical analyses were performed with data from 109 patients.

Results {#s3}
=======

General patient information and histopathologic type, stage, and differentiation {#s3a}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Of 110 cases, 97 were squamous cell carcinoma, 5 were adenosquamous cell carcinoma, 3 were adenocarcinoma, 2 were endometrial carcinoma, 1 was mucinous adenocarcinoma, 1 was serous carcinoma, and 1 was small cell carcinoma. There was no significant difference in patients\' age, gravidity, parity, body mass index (BMI), histological type, or cell differentiation between the NACT group and the PST group ([Table 1](#cjc-30-09-645-t01){ref-type="table"}).

The clinical stage was significantly different between the two groups. Of 40 patients with stage IIb cervical cancer, 39 underwent NACT and 1 refused preoperative chemotherapy but underwent direct surgery.

Comparison of surgical characteristics between the NACT and PST groups {#s3b}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, 108 patients underwent radical hysterectomy and 2 patients, 1 in each group, underwent wide laparotomic excision of the cervical stump. In the NACT group, 52 patients underwent laparotomy and 16 underwent laparoscopic surgery, with 1 switching from laparoscopic surgery to laparotomy due to intraoperative iliac vein injury. In the PST group, 36 patients underwent laparotomy and 6 underwent laparoscopic surgery. The ratio of laparoscopic surgery to laparotomy was not significantly different between the two groups (*P* = 0.424).

Of 110 patients, 72 underwent double oophorectomy and 38 underwent unilateral or bilateral peritoneal ovarian transposition to evade the field of external beam radiation therapy. Ninety patients underwent pelvic lymph node dissection, and 20 underwent para-aortic lymph node dissection or lymph node biopsy. One patient in the NACT group retained hypogastric nerves, and 1 with cancer in the left kidney in the PST group underwent laparoscopic extraperitoneal resection of the left kidney. Two patients, 1 in each group, were given retroperitoneal transvaginal surgery as required.

Four patients had surgical complications: 1 in the NACT group had intraoperative iliac vein injury and then switched to laparotomy from laparoscopic surgery; 1 in the NACT group had bladder injury and then underwent bladder repair during laparotomy; 1 in the NACT group had suspicious right ureter injury and then underwent right ureter cystoscope lumen tube placement during laparotomy; and 1 in the PST group had rectal injury and then underwent rectal repair surgery during laparotomy. Two patients had postoperative complications: 1 in the NACT group developed vein thrombosis in the low limbs after laparoscopic surgery and recovered after anticoagulant therapy, and 1 in the PST group had urinary retention after laparotomy and recovered a month after catheter insertion and long-term retention. There was no significant difference in the incidences of Intraoperative and postoperative complications, the amount of bleeding, the operation time, or the number of removed lymph nodes between the two groups ([Table 2](#cjc-30-09-645-t02){ref-type="table"}).

Pathologic characteristics of the NACT and PST groups {#s3c}
-----------------------------------------------------

Pathologic data showed that there was no statistical difference in deep myometrial invasion, parametrial involvement, vaginal stump, or lymph node metastasis between the two groups. However, the NACT group had a significantly lower LVSI rate than did the PST group (*P* = 0.021, [Table 2](#cjc-30-09-645-t02){ref-type="table"}).

NACT regimens {#s3d}
-------------

Of 68 patients in the NACT group, 64 underwent NACT in our hospital and 4 in other hospital (s). Among these 4 patients, 1 underwent 1 cycle of chemotherapy but the detailed regimen, dose, and administration route was unknown; 1 underwent 1 cycle of DDP arterial embolization with unknown dose followed by 1 cycle of intravenous BIP chemotherapy in our hospital; 1 underwent TP (paclitaxel and cisplatin) chemotherapy with unknown dose followed by 1 cycle of DDP arterial embolization in our hospital; and 1 underwent 1 cycle of intravenous BIP chemotherapy, though detailed records of chemotherapy were unavailable, and then underwent direct surgery without further chemotherapy in our hospital ([Table 3](#cjc-30-09-645-t03){ref-type="table"}).

###### The effect of NACT on surgery and histopathologic characteristics in patients with cervical cancer

  Item                                                             NACT (*n* = 68)   PST (*n* = 42)   *P* ^a^
  --------------------------- ----------------------------------- ----------------- ---------------- ---------
  Surgery characteristic           Estimated blood loss (mL)         1061 ± 728        932 ± 537       0.324
                               The number of lymph nodes removed     29.5 ± 11.6      31.6 ± 10.5      0.342
                                     Operation time (min)             247 ± 68          240 ± 89       0.634
                                         Complications                    4                2           1.000
  Pathologic characteristic          Deep stromal invasion               40                26          0.842
                                    Parametrial involvement               3                1           1.000
                                  Vaginal margin involvement              5                3           1.000
                                             LVSI                        21                22          0.021
                                     Lymph node metastasis               21                11          0.669

NACT, neoadjuvant chemotherapy; PST, primary surgery treatment; LVSI, lymph-vascular space involvement. ^a^The estimated blood loss, number of lymph nodes removed, and operation time were all tested by ANOVA. The Chi-square test was used to test the deep stromal invasion, parametrial involvement, vaginal margin involvement, LVSI, and lymph node metastasis rate.

###### The effect of various NACT regimens on chemotherapy response rate and pathologic characteristics

  Item             Chemotherapy response rate   LVSI    Lymph node metastasis                          
  --------------- ---------------------------- ------- ----------------------- ------- ------- ------- -------
  Regimen                                                       0.534                   0.534           0.354
  (*n* = 67)^a^        Single agent (DDP)       10/16                           6/16            3/16   
                     Combined chemotherapy      37/51                           14/51           18/51  
                               BIP              30/41           1.000           11/41   1.000   13/41   0.296
                             Non-BIP            7/10                            3/10            5/10   
  Cycle                                                         0.429                   0.416           0.282
  (*n* = 68)                   1                26/40                           14/40           11/40  
                               2                20/25                           7/25            10/25  
                              ≥=3                2/3                             0/3             0/3   
  Intervention                                                  0.005                   0.179           0.283
  (*n* = 67)^a^             In vein             12/25                           10/25           10/25  
                      Artery intervention       35/42                           10/42           11/42  
                         Artery embolism        15/18           0.230           3/18    0.230   3/18    0.146
                           No embolism          32/49                           17/49           18/49  

All variables were analyzed by Chi-square test.

^a^One patient who underwent a cycle of NACT in a local hospital was excluded due to unknown regimen and intervention approach.

Of the 67 patients with definite chemotherapy regimens, 51 underwent combination chemotherapy, of which 10 underwent non-BIP regimen, including 6 who underwent PF regimen, 2 who underwent TP regimen (1 in our hospital and 1 in another hospital), 1 who underwent TC regimen (taxol + carboplatin), and 1 who underwent CF regimen (carboplatin + fluorouracil).

Analysis of NACT efficacy {#s3e}
-------------------------

Patients with good economic condition underwent MRI and other imaging examinations before and after chemotherapy ([Figure 1](#cjc-30-09-645-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Most cases were evaluated according to changes of tumor sizes before initial chemotherapy and before surgery. Of the 68 patients, 48 (70.6%) responded to chemotherapy, including 4 with CR, 9 with PR, 23 with recovery of cervical morphology, and 12 with significant improvement in parametrial invasion. Twenty patients did not respond to chemotherapy, all of whom showed no significant improvement of parametrial invasion or cervical morphology.

Effects of NACT regimens on chemotherapy outcomes, pathologic characteristics, and surgical outcomes {#s3f}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The efficacy of NACT was similar between single-and multiple-agent chemotherapy, BIP and non-BIP regimen chemotherapy, or various chemotherapy cycles. The pathologic features of the tumor, including the rates of LVSI and lymph node metastasis, were not significantly related with chemotherapy regimens or cycles. However, among various administration routes, the efficacy of arterial infusion chemotherapy was significantly higher than the efficacy of chemotherapy administered intravenously. Nevertheless, the efficacy was not associated with uterine arterial embolization or tumor pathologic features ([Table 3](#cjc-30-09-645-t03){ref-type="table"}).

The amount of bleeding and the number of removed lymph node in the PST group showed no relationship with chemotherapy regimens, administration routes, or dose. Arterial infusion chemotherapy and arterial embolization in single-agent DDP chemotherapy did significantly shorten operation time but did not significantly affect the number of chemotherapy cycles or the application of BIP ([Table 4](#cjc-30-09-645-t04){ref-type="table"}).

In addition, the efficacy of chemotherapy and the decrease of pathologic lesion foci were not significantly related with total dose or single dose of cisplatin or the interval between chemotherapy and surgery ([Table 5](#cjc-30-09-645-t05){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#s4}
==========

NACT was originally used to treat solid cancers, such as lung cancer, breast cancer, and head and neck tumors. Since the 1980s, oncologists have tried to use NACT for cervical cancer before radiotherapy to shrink tumor foci and increase radiosensitivity by reducing proportion of hypoxic cells in cancer tissue. Preoperative NACT for cervical cancer was first reported in 1988 by Benedetti *et al.*[@b15], who used combination chemotherapy (cisplatin + bleomycin + methotrexate) to treat locally advanced cervical cancer. In that study, patients achieved a response rate of 75.7%, and all patients treated with chemotherapy underwent radical hysterectomy. Since then, preoperative NACT has gradually become a common treatment of cervical cancer. NACT was even tried on patients with advanced (stage III) cervical cancer to increase the potential for successful surgical resection, and achieved certain success[@b16]. Moreover, in recent years quite a few studies showed that patients with early cervical cancer retained fertility after preoperative NACT[@b17]. Nevertheless, large scale studies by multiple institutes are absent, and the efficacy of NACT remains unclear. To date, most oncologists recommend NACT only for locally advanced cervical cancer.

###### The effect of various NACT regimens on surgery

  Item                          Estimated blood loss   The number of removed lymph nodes   Operation time                     
  ---------------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------------------- ---------------- ------- ---------- -------
  Regime (*n* = 67)^a^                                               0.683                                  0.791              0.025
   Single agent (DDP)                1116 ± 834                                             29.9 ± 11.4             219 ± 28  
   Combine chemotherapy              1029 ± 699                      0.675                  29.1 ± 11.6     0.919   255 ± 60   0.595
    BIP regimen                      1050 ± 740                                             29.0 ± 11.2             257 ± 57  
    Non-BIP regimens                 945 ± 521                                              29.4 ± 13.7             246 ± 74  
  Cycle (*n* = 68)                                                   0.830                                  0.127              0.853
   1                                 1078 ± 871                                             29.3 ± 12.5             249 ± 56  
   2                                 1010 ± 489                                              28.3 ± 8.6             246 ± 58  
   ≥3                                1267 ± 115                                             42.7 ± 16.9             230 ± 66  
  Intervention (*n* = 67)^a^         1028 ± 796                      0.850                  29.7 ± 12.7     0.823   267 ± 62   0.024
   Vein                              1063 ± 694                                             29.0 ± 10.8             235 ± 49  
   Artery                            864 ± 492                       0.207                  28.4 ± 12.5     0.724   219 ± 44   0.014
    Embolism                         1118 ± 791                                             29.6 ± 11.2             257 ± 57  
    No embolism                                                                                                               

BIP regimen, DDP + bleomycin + ifosfamide. Other footnotes as provided in [Table 3](#cjc-30-09-645-t03){ref-type="table"}.

![MRI was used to assess the response of cervical cancer to neoadjurant chemotherapy in one patient.\
A, before chemotherapy, the size of the tumor is big and the border between the tumor and surrounding tissues is not very clear. B, after chemotherapy, the tumor shrank significantly and the original shape of the cervix was restored.](cjc-30-09-645-g001){#cjc-30-09-645-g001}

###### The associations of the DDP dosage and the interval between last NACT and surgery with the rate of LVSI, lymph node metastasis, and response rate to NACT

  Variable                 Total dosage of DDP (mg)^a^    *P*    DDP dosage in one cycle (mg/m^2^)^a^    *P*    The interval between the last NACT and surgery (days)^b^    *P*
  ----------------------- ----------------------------- ------- -------------------------------------- ------- ---------------------------------------------------------- -------
  Response                                               0.836                                          0.959                                                              0.559
   Yes                          151.9 (*n* = 46)                           62.6 (*n* = 18)                                          23.9 (*n* = 18)                       
   No                           147.5 (*n* = 18)                           62.7 (*n* = 46)                                          27.1 (*n* = 48)                       
  LVSI                                                   0.359                                          0.587                                                              0.271
   Positive                     137.4 (*n* = 19)                           63.8 (*n* = 19)                                          22.1 (*n* = 19)                       
   Negative                     156.2 (*n* = 45)                           62.2 (*n* = 45)                                          27.9 (*n* = 47)                       
  Lymph node metastasis                                  0.933                                          0.737                                                              0.320
   Positive                     151.8 (*n* = 19)                           62.0 (*n* = 19)                                          22.8 (*n* = 21)                       
   Negative                     150.1 (*n* = 45)                           63.0 (*n* = 45)                                          27.8 (*n* = 45)                       

The differences between the two groups of each variable were analyzed by the ANOVA test.

^a^Of 68 patients, 67 underwent cisplatinum-based NACT and 1 underwent combination chemotherapy regimens including carboplatin. Among the 67 patients, 3 underwent NACT with unknown dosage of cisplatinum in other hospitals. Therefore, the analysis was carried out with data from 64 patients. ^b^Among the 68 patients treated with NACT, 4 were treated in other hospitals, including 2 patients with unclear periods or intervals of chemotherapy. Therefore, the analysis was carried out only with data from 66 patients in the NACT group.

Although medical imaging (MRI and CT) can provide objective evidence to determine tumor size, it has limitations in determining parametrial invasion and vaginal involvement. Due to the limited affordability of some patients, NACT efficacy was evaluated mainly by traditional pelvic examination in this study. We found that the NACT response rate in cervical cancer patients was 70.6%, which was consistent with previously reported rates (70%--88%)[@b18]--[@b22]. In 1996, Eddy *et al.*[@b23] summarized 18 phase II clinical trials on NACT for cervical cancer and found that the NACT efficacy was related with tumor stage, but a meta-analysis up to March 2009[@b11] did not reach a similar conclusion. As only patients with stage Ib1--IIb cervical cancer were enrolled in this study, statistical analysis revealed no correlation between NACT efficacy and cancer stage.

NACT efficacy was reported to be related with the prognosis of cervical cancer patients, and sensitivity to chemotherapy was the key factor in choosing NACT regimens[@b24]. A multi-institute study in France showed that sensitivity to chemotherapy was reduced in cervical cancer patients with menopause, parametrial invasion, LVSI, or cervical mucous cancer[@b25] Molecular factors found to be associated with NACT resistance include clusterin[@b26], an anti-apoptotic molecule, and excision repair cross-complementation group 1 (ERCC1)[@b27]. In addition, Battaglia *et al.*[@b28] suggested that NACT supplemented by small dose of radiotherapy could change the immune status of the lymph nodes and then increase the efficacy of chemotherapy. In this study, all but 1 patient with stage IIb cervical cancer underwent NACT. We failed to find any relevant factors associated with NACT sensitivity. Therefore, NACT-related basic research and application of NACT may be future promising research directions.

Unlike ovarian cancer, there is currently no standard chemotherapy for cervical cancer, but many studies have demonstrated the efficacy of platinum-based agents. To date, all NACT regimens used have contained cisplatin. In this study, cisplatin was used either alone or as a major constituent of combination chemotherapy. Our results showed that NACT efficacy was not related with chemotherapy regimens or the number of cycles. Because of the limited number of cases, the diversity of chemotherapy regimens, and various cycles, we only included patients with arterial infusion chemotherapy or simple intravenous chemotherapy in statistical analysis. We found that the efficacy of arterial infusion chemotherapy was significantly higher than that of simple intravenous chemotherapy, which is inconsistent with a previous study reporting no significant difference in their efficacy on locally advanced cervical cancer[@b29]. We also found no relationship between NACT efficacy and arterial embolization. Our results provide a valuable, practical basis for selection of the administration route in the future.

In 2003, Tierney *et al.*[@b30] conducted a meta-analysis of 18 clinical trials on NACT prior to radiotherapy for cervical cancer and compared the efficacy of NACT plus radical hysterectomy with that of radiotherapy alone. They found that NACT could significantly improve prognosis when the period of NACT was shorter than 14 days or the dose of cisplatin was greater than 25 mg/m^2^ per week. Therefore, we analyzed the dose of cisplatin in our study, including the dose per square meter and the cumulative dose, but failed to find the association between cisplatin dose and NACT efficacy. Moreover, surgical outcomes and postoperative pathologic features were not affected by cisplatin dose or the interval between NACT and surgery.

In this study, all patients with stage IIb cervical cancer in the NACT group successfully underwent surgery, indicating that NACT made surgery an option for patients with locally advanced cervical cancer. There were no significant differences in operation time, intraoperative blood loss, numbers of removed lymph nodes, and intra operative and postoperative complication rates between the PST and NACT groups, indicating that NACT could reduce surgical risk in patients with locally advanced cervical cancer. Furthermore, NACT has been reported not to increase operation difficulty[@b31],[@b32], and our data were consistent with most previously reported data[@b21],[@b30],[@b33]. In clinical practice, we often found adhesion of the uterine artery and ureter surrounding tissues in patients who had undergone arterial infusion chemotherapy and embolization, which could increase the difficulty of surgery. However, this phenomenon was not universal to all patients with arterial infusion chemotherapy and embolization. Further analysis showed that combination chemotherapy significantly prolonged the operation time. One possible explanation may be that combination therapy was mainly used in patients with more severe local lesions, on whom the operation was more difficult even without NACT. Although local adhesion increased operation difficulty in patients with arterial infusion intervention and embolization, the operation time was shortened, which may be because artery embolization blocked tumor blood supply and thus controlled local bleeding, enabling clear exposure, and shortening the operation time.

Histopathologic risk factor affects prognosis and is an important reference to determining whether NACT can be used for cervical cancer[@b34]--[@b36]. A summary of the experiences of treating patients with early stage cervical cancer over a 12-year period in England showed that lymph node metastasis and positive vaginal margins were two independent poor prognostic factors [@b37]. In multivariate analysis, LVSI was an independent risk factor for recurrence[@b35],[@b36]. The revised 2009 FIGO staging system recommends that (1) LVSI should not be considered in staging and should be reported separately, and (2) the status of lymph nodes should not be considered in staging, but lymph node metastasis should be considered as a poor prognostic factor. Therefore, determining whether changes in histopathologic characteristics improve patient prognosis has been the recent focus of NACT research.

Many previous studies showed that NACT can reduce the risk of pathologic factors such as tumor lesions, deep myometrial invasion, parametrial and lymph-vascular space involvement, thereby reducing the rate of postoperative adjuvant therapy[@b11],[@b21],[@b33],[@b38]. Battaglia *et al*.[@b28] found that NACT, especially when supplemented with radiotherapy, can effectively improve anti-tumor immune responses of pelvic lymph nodes in cervical cancer patients and thus reduce lymph node metastasis. Our data showed no significant difference in depth of myometrial invasion, parametrial and vaginal involvement, or lymph node metastasis between the NACT and PST groups. However, the NACT group had a significantly lower LVSI rate than did the PST group. As LVSI is a cervical cancer-specific poor prognostic factor, further studies are warranted to determine whether a decrease in LVSI reduces the occurrence of micrometastases.

The 5-year survival rate of patients with early cervical cancer ranges from 88% to 97% [@b39]. Several investigators proposed that NACT could improve the prognosis of cervical cancer[@b23], but this has not been confirmed by randomized trials[@b40]. A meta-analysis by Tierney *et al.* [@b30] compared NACT plus surgery with radiotherapy alone and found that NACT improved 5-year survival rate by 14% only if the period of cisplatin chemotherapy was shorter than 14 days or weekly doses of cisplatin were greater than 25 mg/m^2^. Other reports showed that the 5-year survival rate of locally advanced cervical cancer patients treated with NACT was 80% [@b18],[@b22],[@b41],[@b42]. However, NACT did not show any advantages in improving the survival of patients with cervical cancer with 10-year follow-up[@b19]. A meta-analysis published in 2010 showed that, compared with PST, NACT significantly improved progression-free survival of patients with early and locally advanced cervical cancer but did not improve the overall survival[@b11]. Consistent with this, several recent studies showed that NACT could not improve tumor-free survival or overall survival[@b11],[@b21],[@b43]. Nevertheless, NACT was found in some studies to increase local and distant recurrence rate[@b11] and decrease overall survival rate[@b38]. In our study, patients who underwent NACT had decreased LVSI, though this did not necessarily lead to improvement of prognosis and, instead, interfered with postoperative adjuvant therapy. Because NACT exposure and observation periods were limited in this study and because a considerable proportion of study patients are currently undergoing adjuvant therapy after surgery, patient prognosis needs to be further assessed.

In summary, we showed here that NACT for patients with locally advanced cervical cancer has substantial beneficial effect on local disease control. NACT increased the opportunity for surgery, reduced surgical risk, and allow young patients to retain physiological functions. We also found that arterial administration of NACT could achieve better efficacy. More importantly, this study shows that NACT significantly reduced the rate of LVSI. Further research is needed to confirm whether NACT can improve the prognosis of patients with cervical cancer.
